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Why focus on water pricing?

• Water pricing as the corner stone of sustainable 
financing strategies

• Implementation of water pricing still faces 
challenges (multiple policy objectives, metering, 
data)

• Key controversies:
– Multiple objectives: revenue efficiency, economic 

efficiency, affordability, environmental objectives

– Addressing water scarcity through pricing

– Specific challenges in pricing sanitation services

– Specific challenges in developing countries

– Full cost recovery: the need to focus on unit costs



Objectives of the study

• Make the point of evolution in practices ten years after 
the previous main OECD report on water pricing (1999)

– Trace the evolution of price levels / structures. Update on reforms

– Assess the outcomes of reforms highlighted in previous reports

– Improve understanding of political economy of reform

• Take stock of the evolution in the literature
– Analysis and evidence of how different tariff structures respond to 

different policy objectives

– Rethinking of some tariff structures based on empirical evidence

– Improved understanding of mechanisms to target support for the poor

– Evolution in understanding of water pricing & other economic 
instruments for water resources management

• Draw lessons for policy-makers at national & sub-
national level



Approach of the study

• Systematic data collection and analysis
- GWI survey and independent data collection by Secretariat

- Preliminary results will be submitted for validation by member 
countries

- Identification of key information gap

• Launch studies on controversial issues, e.g.:
- Tariff structures for different policy objectives

- Unit costs

- Pricing to manage water scarcity; Elasticity of demand; Metering

- Pricing for sanitation

• Support from informal network of experts from different 
backgrounds: academia, IFIs, business, civil society

• Coordination with parallel initiatives (WWF5, WWAP)



Which questions might this

Session address?
 How to design tariffs when faced with different policy objectives? Should we 

reconsider increasing block tariffs? (John Boland) 

 How can we improve the design of tariffs to achieve affordability objectives? 
How can targeting of support to the poor be improved? (Anne Olivier) 

 The role of regulation in resolving potential conflicting objectives: 
Reforming wholesale and retail water prices in Portugal (João Simão Pires)

 A fresh look at pricing as an incentive for efficiency : What are the 
implications for the design of abstraction charges? (Antonio Massarutto)

 Implementing abstraction charges in Brazil: An incentive for efficiency or a 
source of revenue? (Patrick Thomas)

 From policy definition to implementation: The case of the Water 
Framework Directive (Jorge Rodriguez Romero)

What difference can this project make?



The project can address these 

questions
 What incentives do households REALLY face?
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